
0.0 Why this textbook? 
 

I wrote this textbook to support the ~ 100 videos that “lecture” the alternative mechanics 
curriculum called “parallel pedagogy,” a description of which is published in The Physics 
Teacher in May of 2017.1   
 
I liken parallel pedagogy to learning physics the way we learned our first language: we just start 
doing it, and we improve over time. To this end, some things are not explained comprehensively 
the first time through. For instance, I use speed and velocity interchangeably (as done in 
common English) until chapter 2.4. I find it appropriate to distinguish energy from momentum 
before distinguishing a vector from a scalar.  
 
You may use this textbook if you like. You are free to copy from this information as per Creative 
Commons,2 with the following restrictions: 

 You can’t copy material to sell for profit. 
 Please attribute to me what you copy. 

 
You may like this textbook because:  

 If you want to teach through the parallel pedagogy, It’s the only text I know of that 
follows it. 

 It’s very simple and conceptually-oriented. 
 It is short enough that the students may actually read it. It has about 1/10 the text of a 

conventional mechanics textbook.  
 
The lecture videos, problem sets, exams, and solutions are accessible on my website3 and 
through the publication.1  
 
I value any feedback you may provide with typos, mistakes, or suggestions. 
 
Contact me if you wish to communicate. 
 
Thanks 
Pete 
 
Pete Schwartz 
Cal Poly Physics, Sustainability 
805-756-1220 
pschwart@calpoly.edu  

                                                      
1 Focusing on Concepts by Covering Them Simultaneously, P. Schwartz, The Physics Teacher, 55, 280 (2017). 
http://aapt.scitation.org/doi/full/10.1119/1.4981034 or please see free .pdf at: 
http://sharedcurriculum.wikispaces.com/file/view/Parallel_Pedagogy_Schwartz.pdf  
2 https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/4.0/  
3 http://sharedcurriculum.wikispaces.com/  



1.0 Introduction  
 
There are four main concepts, or lenses, through which we can look at a physical event:  
 Momentum: which can be thought of as how hard it is to stop an object; 
 Energy: the ability to do work; 
 Dynamics: how forces change the momentum (or velocity) of an object; and 
 Kinematics: the study of motion over time without considering what causes the motion. 

 
How we’re different: Traditional mechanics texts introduce and fully develop one concept at a 
time in depth before moving onto the next, usually starting with kinematics, then dynamics, 
energy, and momentum. Instead, we introduce all the concepts at the beginning, using simplified 
examples, developing depth and complexity as we practice over time.  Our method is supported 
by studies indicating that people learn iteratively: by revisiting concepts that become 
increasingly familiar. The way we will be learning physics is a little more like we all learned our 
first language – you just dive in and start doing it. Happily, we have already started many years 
ago, because you come to your first class with some familiarity of momentum, forces, energy, 
and motion. Now, we will deepen your familiarity and practice working on problems. 
 
From previous science experiences, many of us have a “formulas and answers” approach:  

 you give me a problem;  
 I find a formula;  
 I put in the numbers and get an answer;  
 I find out if I’m right! 

 
Instead, I encourage you to try a number of different strategies: 

 I don’t know the answer, but I am curious about what’s going on; 
 I look at the event through each of the four lenses and consider which is the most 

helpful; 
 I draw a picture; 
 I consider what would happen if things were different… if the problem was upside down, 

or if one of the masses were way, way larger than the other. 
 I simplify the problem so the behavior will be obvious. 
 I imagine a scenario where I observed something similar. 
 I consider whether my answer makes sense.  

 
Inside of the second method, there may be a “formula and answer” process, but there may be 
others as well, such as using a drawing or a simplification. You may also have other strategies 
that you would like to try. However, in this course, the boldface strategies should be utilized with 
most every undertaking.  
 
Change is often difficult, and many of us will find ourselves defaulting into the “formulas and 
answers” way of looking at physics. We may also find ourselves using an approach that we all 
agree is a bad idea, like, “this mass wants to speed up when it is hit…” when none of us really 
think that a steel block has volition, or that its volition would result in a change of velocity! One 
of the key differences in this course is that we will practice awareness of how we are looking at a 



problem as well as the reflective capacity to ask ourselves if this is a good way to look at a 
problem.  
 
Exercise 1: 
Likely you’ve used many methods to answer questions. Please describe what it was like for you: 

 When you solved a difficult problem with successful formula hunting. 
 When you solved a difficult problem through consideration of concepts. 
 How were these experiences different in how you felt during and after the process? 

 
 
1.1 Momentum:  

 The more momentum a body has, the harder it is to stop. 
 One body can give momentum to another body through a force between the two.  
 Because of the above, if there is no outside force on a group of masses, their total 

momentum doesn’t change: the system’s momentum is conserved.  

 
Figure 1, The more momentum player #7 has, the further he will travel before the others stop him. (Credit: Ozzzie, 
Flickr) 

If something has momentum it is hard to stop or make it change course. We use the term in every 
day English, such as "Jenny's business has gained so much momentum this year that it is certain 
to succeed." We also use it in terms of a moving object, such as, "John ran into a player from the 
other team, but John had enough momentum to carry the two of them over the goal line!" 
Momentum is about speed and mass. Thus, we could make an ordering of increasing momentum: 
a child walking, an adult walking, a bicyclist at high speed, a speeding car, a speeding truck, a 
speeding train, a full cargo ship, another planet. 
We define momentum: p = mv, where 
p is momentum,  
m is mass, a measure of how much matter is in an object, measured in kilograms (kg),  
v is velocity, how fast an object is moving, measured in m/s. 
 
Thus, the unit of momentum is (kg m/s). 



Momentum is important because it is conserved: the total momentum of an isolated system 
doesn't change. Only a few physical quantities are conserved in nature, including mass, 
momentum, energy, and angular momentum. 
 
Momentum can be transferred from one object to another by a force between the two objects. For 
example, through a collision or some other force including springs, magnets, friction, etc. 
 
Consider what happens when a car bumps into a truck, as shown in Figure 2. There is a repulsive 
force between the two vehicles pushing the car backwards and the truck forwards. The vehicles 
each receive an impulse or change in momentum, Δ𝑝 from this force. The upper case Greek letter 
∆ (delta) means change in whatever quantity follows it; thus, Δ𝑝 means “change in momentum.”  

The momentum that the car loses in the collision is equal to the momentum that the truck gains 
in the collision. So, the total change in momentum of the system is zero: yes, momentum is 
conserved. 

                           
 

Figure 2, The faster car hits the slower truck. During the collision, the repulsive force between the two increases the 
momentum of the truck by (𝛥𝑝), and reduces the momentum of the car by the same amount. Thus, the total 
momentum of the car/truck system remains constant. 

 
We can say that the total momentum of the system (the two cars) is conserved if there is no 
outside force. In reality, there are outside forces such as wind friction, which would change the 
total momentum of the system. However, it is reasonable to neglect these outside forces because 
in the moment of the collision, the forces provided by the engines and friction are small 
compared to the forces of the impact between the vehicles.  
 
Have you ever seen a small child learn about momentum? They might reach out and try to stop 
an adult on a swing. The adult on the swing does lose momentum, but the child is surprised to 
find that they gain this same amount of momentum when they are knocked over. So, if you see 
something change momentum, you can be sure that it happened through force: an interaction 
with another body (or bodies). And that the force produced an opposite change in momentum in 
the other body, ensuring that the total momentum of the system is conserved; it didn't change. 
 
Exercise 1   
A fly smashes into your windshield as you are driving. Between the car and the fly,  

1. which one has the greater change in momentum, or are they the same? 
2. which one has the greater change in velocity, or are they the same? 
3. are both of the above answers the same? If not, how can that be? 



1.2 Energy:  
 Energy is the ability to do work. 
 Energy is conserved: The total energy for an isolated system stays constant. 
 Like momentum, energy can be transferred from one body to another. 
 Unlike momentum, energy can change forms.  

 

 
Figure 1: How many forms of energy can you identify in this photograph of a wind farm in Iowa? Can you identify 

an energy transformation from one form of energy to another? (credit: Jürgen from Sandesneben, Germany, 

Wikimedia Commons)  

We can name many forms of energy, including that provided by our foods and petroleum 
(chemical potential energy), to the energy our car gains as it speeds up (kinetic energy), to the 
sunlight (radiant energy) that warms us (thermal energy, or microscopic kinetic energy). You can 
also cite examples of what people call energy that may not be physics related, such as someone 
having an energetic personality. Like mass, momentum, and angular momentum, energy is 
conserved: the total amount of energy in an isolated system is constant. Energy can be added to a 
system by adding heat or work. Additionally, energy can change forms and is thus more difficult 
to keep track of than momentum or mass. For instance, if a rock falls from a cliff, the 
gravitational potential energy changes to kinetic energy as the rock falls. When the rock hits the 
ground the kinetic energy changes to heat energy and is conducted away.  
Your responsibility in reading this chapter is to become comfortable with the different kinds of 
energy and transitions. Part of this is to read and consider all three of the exercises.  

Energy is one of the major building blocks of modern civilization. Energy resources are key 
limiting factors to economic growth. Global use of energy resources, especially oil, continues to 
grow, with economic, social, political, and environmental consequences.  

We can loosely define energy as the ability to do work, admitting that we have yet to clearly 
define work. For now, we have to accept a circular definition because work is the ability to 
change energy. For instance, when a compressed spring beneath a toy rocket is released, the 
rocket is propelled into the air. The spring does work on the rocket as the spring potential energy 
is converted to the kinetic energy of the rocket, which turns to gravitational potential energy of 
the rocket/earth system, as the rocket gains height and slows down.  



Kinetic and Potential Energy 
In the above example, there are two classes of energy worth distinguishing: kinetic energy and 
potential energy. Kinetic energy is a form of energy associated with the speed of a body. 
Potential energy comes from stored energy and we can think of it as having the potential to do 
some work. There is stored energy in the compressed spring, in the height of the rocket and in 
stored chemical energy. If you let the spring go, the potential energy of the spring changes to 
kinetic energy of the rocket.  

Transformation of Energy 
The transformation of energy from one form into others is happening all the time. The chemical 
energy in food is converted into kinetic energy and thermal energy through metabolism; light 
energy is converted into the chemical energy of sugar through photosynthesis in plants. The 
chemical energy contained in coal is converted into thermal energy as it burns to turn water into 
steam in a boiler. This thermal energy in the steam in turn is converted to mechanical energy as 
the expanding steam spins a turbine (and cools in the process), which is connected to a generator, 
converting the kinetic energy to electrical energy.  

Another example of energy transformation occurs in a solar cell. Sunlight impinging on a solar 
cell (Figure 2) produces electricity, which in turn can be used to run an electric motor. Energy is 
converted from the primary source of solar energy into electrical energy and then into 
mechanical energy. Because energy is conserved, all the radiant energy absorbed by a solar cell 
is equal to the electrical energy produced and thermal energy, warming up the solar panel.  

 

Figure 2: Solar energy is converted into electrical energy by solar cells, which is used to run a motor in this solar-
power aircraft. (credit: NASA)  

 
 
 



Exercise 1 
In a city, a generator powered by gasoline charges a battery. At night, the charged battery is 
moved to a nearby village without electricity to provide lighting. 

a) Starting with the chemical potential energy of the gasoline, follow the energy 
transformations that result in lighting. 

b) What are the energy transformations that gave rise to the gasoline? Starting with 
prehistoric sunlight, where did the gasoline get its chemical potential energy? 
 

Exercise 2 
Consider in the above scenario, there is often more than one kind of energy produced from each 
transformation. In particular, thermal energy is often produced along with another energy form. 
Thus, the energy conversion is not considered 100% efficient because some of the energy is 
“lost” from the system through heat to thermal energy. 

a) In the scenario represented above, all of the prehistoric sunlight didn’t turn into light in 
the rural community. Identify the many places where energy was “lost” as thermal energy 
along the way, rendering much less radiant energy in the rural village than the original 
prehistoric radiant energy that fell upon the prehistoric plants. 

b) If all the lost thermal energy from the energy transformations accumulates, the earth 
would get hotter very quickly. Where does all this energy eventually go? 

 
Exercise 3 
Consider two identical solar panels next to each other in the sun. One is hooked to a motor that is 
doing work, while the other is not hooked to anything. Which solar panel is warmer? How do 
you know?  

Exercise 4 
Suppose that you eat an "energy bar" and then ride your bike very fast up a hill. From the top of 
the hill, you turn around and coast downward, speeding up. You stop at the bottom using your 
brakes.  

a) Starting with the chemical potential energy in the energy bar, please identify the energy 
conversions in this process.  

b) Finishing with the energy bar you ate, please identify the energy transformations that 
gave rise to that energy bar.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



1.3 Dynamics  
 Dynamics is the relationship between forces and motion 
 Force causes acceleration, or change in momentum 
 Force can do work to change energy 

 
Dynamics is the study of the forces that can change momentum of an object or do work on an 
object. To understand this, we need a working definition of force. We can start with “a force is a 
push or a pull.” For example, a cannon exerts a strong force on a cannonball that is launched 
upward into the air. The cannon ball gains momentum upward from this large sudden force. In 
contrast, the force of gravity provided by the Earth is a smaller downward force, but acts for a 
long time on the cannon ball. Over a long period of time, the constant downward force of gravity 
will reduce the upward momentum of the cannon ball, bring the cannon ball to rest for an instant, 
and then increase the downward momentum of the cannon ball.  

Relationship #1: The amount of force exerted on an object is proportional to the resulting rate of 
change of the momentum.  

𝐹 =
Δ𝑝

Δ𝑡
 

It's important to note that the rate of change of the momentum isn’t the force, or doesn’t make 
force. The force is the push or pull on the body. Rather, the force acting on the body produces a 
rate of change of momentum as indicated above. This is an empirical law, meaning it is 
universally observed to be true.  

We learned in the last chapter that two bodies can exchange momentum, Δ𝑝, through a force. 
Now we can modify the above relationship to define this change in momentum, or impulse,   

Δ𝑝 = 𝐹Δ𝑡 

It is also informative to say that forces make objects accelerate. Isaac Newton originally put it 
this way: What happens when you push something? It accelerates (speeds up) in the direction 
you pushed it. The more you push it, the faster its velocity changes. And, the more massive the 
object is, the more force you will need to produce the same acceleration. This leads us to our 
second definition of force.  

Relationship #2: The force on a body produces acceleration such that the mass times the 
acceleration is equal to the applied force. Acceleration is how fast the velocity is changing. This 
relationship follows directly from that above because the mass of a body cannot change:  

𝐹 =
Δ𝑝

Δ𝑡
=

Δ(𝑚𝑣)

Δ𝑡
= 𝑚

Δ𝑣

Δ𝑡
= 𝑚𝑎;  𝐹 = 𝑚𝑎 

In the cannon ball example, the force of the expanding hot gas accelerates the cannon ball, 
increasing its speed. After the cannon ball leaves the cannon, the only force on it is gravity, 



accelerating it downward. As a result, Δ𝑣 is downward, even if the ball’s velocity, v is upward. 
Consequently, the speed of the ball decreases over time, until it comes to rest high in the air, and 
switches direction. Note: even when the ball’s speed is zero at the top, v = 0, the acceleration, 
and Δ𝑣 are downward because the force of gravity is downward. 

Relationship #3: A force also results in work being done on an object as it moves over a 
distance. So, the amount of energy gained by an object per distance traveled is equal to 
the force exerted on it,  

𝐹 =
Δ𝐸

Δ𝑥
 

or the force on the body results in an energy gradient (change in energy over space). In 
the cannon ball example, the force on the cannon ball did work on the cannon ball 
transferring some of the thermal energy of the expanding gas to kinetic energy of the 
cannon ball. The force of gravity reduced the kinetic energy of the cannon ball as it rose, 
changing its kinetic energy to gravitational potential energy.   

Relationship #2 is the one most commonly quoted. However, relationship #1 (and 
sometimes #3) is often more helpful. When you put a force on something, its momentum 
changes, it accelerates, and it can gain or lose energy. The SI (standard) unit of force is 
the Newton (N) after Isaac Newton.  

Again, I stress that none of these relationships define force: Force is NOT the rate of 
change of momentum, mass times acceleration, nor the gradient of the energy. Force is 
how hard you are pushing or pulling on the object that results in these three things.  

Exercise 1:  
Now we have a problem: a force changes momentum, but we just learned that momentum 
must be conserved. How can this be? It might be best to imagine yourself jumping 
horizontally off the side of a small boat by pushing with your legs. What happens to your 
momentum? What happens to the boat’s momentum? My mass is 70 kg, and I push off a 
140 kg boat so that my final speed is 6 m/s North. The push lasts about 0.3 s.  

a) What is my final momentum? 
b) What was the average force from my legs on me? 
c) What was the final speed and direction of travel of the boat? 
d) What was the average force on the boat? 

 
We know that momentum is always conserved, so if one body gets some momentum, 
another body must get the opposite momentum. Hence, a force is an interaction between 
two bodies, whereby each gain equal momentum in opposite directions. We see this all 
the time: if I push you away from me, I get pushed away from you. The cannonball ball 
changes momentum by exchanging momentum with the cannon (connected to the earth). 
When the cannon ball gains momentum upward, the force of the expanding gas acts 



equally on the cannon/earth (downward) and the ball (upward), so each body gains an 
equal change in momentum in opposite directions. The mass of the earth is much greater 
than that of a cannon ball, so the earth’s change in speed is unnoticed. 

 
 
1.4 Kinematics:  

 The study of motion as an explicit function of time: position, velocity, acceleration 
 Not concerned with what causes the motion 

 
You're driving along the road. What is your speed? Maybe your speedometer reads 30 miles per 
hour. What does this mean? This is a rate... your position is changing at a rate of 30 miles every 
hour. So, in two hours you would travel 60 miles and in 10 minutes (a sixth of an hour) your 
position would change by 5 miles (a sixth of 30 miles). In this class, we'll use meters and 
seconds, so you'd express velocity as a rate of change of position in meters per second (m/s). 
What is a meter per second? Can you walk at one meter per second? Please do that now. The 
fastest humans can run at a rate of 10 meters per second. At this rate, how long would it take 
someone to run the length of a soccer field, about 100 meters? Close your eyes and imagine 
seeing that happen. Does this seem reasonable? 
 
Getting used to new terms: What we see is that v=x/t, or v=dx/dt, where 
v is velocity, 
x is position, 
t is time, and  
the terms “”  and “d” represent the difference in. Yes, velocity is the rate of change of position 
over time. 
Change in position,  x, is also referred to as “displacement”, so velocity is also “time rate of 
displacement change.” 
 
Exercise 1:  
Please guess off the top of your head, how many miles per hour is 1 m/s. Then, please use your 
knowledge that a mile is about 1.6 km, and there are 3600 s in an hour. Please use this to 
estimate the speed of 1 m/s in miles per hour. Please show your work and cancel units. 
 
Graphing: Because v=dx/dt, if you graph your position as a function of time, the rate of change 
of your position is the slope of that line.  
 
Exercise 2:  
Sometimes I teach a rocket course to children. The kids make rockets out of paper that we launch 
with high air pressure from a bicycle pump. We take videos with our cell phones to calculate the 
rocket take-off velocity knowing that normal videos record at 30 frames per second. Please see 
below three consecutive frames from a rocket taking off. Please use these frames to estimate the 
speed of the rocket. I say, “estimate” because I don’t show you a meter stick. However, I trust 
that you can find things in the picture that provide an adequate scale for you to get a 
measurement within 10% uncertainty.  



 Make a graph showing the vertical displacement (height) of the rocket for the first three 
thirtieths of a second. 

 What is the take-off speed in m/s? 
 What is the take-off speed in mi/hr? 

Does your calculated answer surprise you? Does it seem reasonable? 
 

 
Figure 1, Three consecutive frames of a rocket launch at 30 frames per second. Red circle identifies rocket position. 

Exercise 3 
In the example of the car hitting the truck shown in section 1.1 (figure 2), let’s say that the car is 
moving at some initial velocity, vo = 20 m/s, and the truck is initially at rest and has 4 times the 
mass of the car. Assume the vehicles have a completely inelastic collision, meaning that they 
stick together when they collide.  

1. What is the final velocity of the car-truck wreckage? 
2. If the car is 1000 kg (and the truck is 4000 kg) What is the change in momentum of the 

car? …and change in momentum of the truck? 
3. What is the change in velocity of the car? …the change in velocity of the truck? 
4. Was momentum conserved in the collision? Was velocity conserved in the collision? 

 



Solution (!! On a test, the reasoning immediately below is the most important part of the answer) 
“I decide to use a momentum lens because there are (almost) no outside forces on the system of 
two cars. If there are no outside forces on the system then the momentum doesn’t change. I will 
make sure that the total momentum before the collision is equal to the total final momentum.” 
 

 
1) Before the event, all the momentum is in the car. After the collision, the momentum is all 

in the car-truck wreckage, which has 5 times the mass of the car alone.  
So, mf = 5mc. However, 
Momentum, p = mv, doesn’t change. If the momentum doesn’t change, but the moving 
mass is now 5 times as great, then the speed must be 1/5 as great, or 4 m/s. 

2) The car slows from 20 m/s to 4 m/s or it slows down 16 m/s. with a mass of 1000 kg, this 
change of momentum is: 

𝛥𝑝 = 𝑚𝛥𝑣 = 16,000
 

  in the negative direction. We can be sure that the change in 

momentum of the truck is the same in the positive direction, but let’s calculate it to be 
sure. The truck speeds up from rest to 4 m/s and has a mass of 4,000 kg, resulting in: 

𝛥𝑝 = 𝑚𝛥𝑣 = 16,000
 

  in the positive direction. 

3) and 4) we can see from above that we conserve momentum, not velocity. The momentum 
lost by one equals the momentum gained by the other. Because the truck has 4 times the 
mass of the car, then 𝛥𝑣 of the car will be 4 times 𝛥𝑣 of the truck. 

 
 
  
1.5 acceleration:  

 How fast velocity is changing. 
 The earth’s gravity accelerates things at about 10 m/s2, increasing speed 10 m/s every 

second. 
 
You're driving along the road, let’s say with a velocity of 30 miles per hour. But your velocity 
was not always 30 mph, nor will it remain 30 mph forever. Acceleration is the rate of change of 
your velocity, or a=v/t, or a=dv/dt. What is the acceleration of your car? How long did it take 
to get to the speed of 30 mph? We often report acceleration of cars as the time necessary to attain 
a speed of 60 mph. For instance, Tesla boasts that its prototype accelerates to 60 mph in about 3 



seconds. Wow, that’s about 30 m/s in 3 seconds, or the speed increases 10 m/s every second: its 
acceleration from rest is about 10 m/s2, about the same as gravitational acceleration! That means 
if you’re in a Tesla accelerating from rest, your acceleration forward is the same as your 
acceleration downward would be if you were dropped from a cliff in that same Tesla.  
 
On earth, at sea level, if you drop something, gravity will accelerate it downward at: 
g  ~ 10 m/s2, assuming there are no other forces on it, such as friction. 
 
How about smaller accelerations? What is 1 m/s2. Your maximum running velocity is likely 
between 5 m/s and 10 m/s, so let’s say 8 m/s. If you accelerated at 1 m/s2, you would require 8 s 
to reach your maximum running speed. So, our legs can provide a force that can accelerate us 
much more than 1 m/s2.  
 
Exercise 1:  
Let’s go back to that rocket in the last chapter.  

 Do you think that the rocket has a large acceleration when it takes off?  
 After the rocket takes off is it still accelerating? Are there forces acting on it besides 

gravity?  
 After take-off, should its acceleration be more than the gravitational acceleration, less, or 

the same?  
 In the video frame before the left most frame, the rocket was still at rest on top of the 

piece of plastic pipe. Please estimate the acceleration of the rocket as it takes off. 
Estimate doesn’t mean “guess”, it means “calculate it with the understanding that there 
are some uncertainties in your measurements and simplifications in your calculations.” 
After you have estimated the rocket’s acceleration at take-off, consider what would 
happen to you if you had that acceleration. You can look up how much acceleration a 
human can sustain. 

 Estimate the speed between video frame 1 and video frame 2 more carefully than you did 
in chapter 1.4, by measuring the distance more accurately between rocket positions. Is the 
velocity constant? Is the rocket speeding up? Slowing down? How much time transpired 
between the speeds you calculated? Please estimate the acceleration of the rocket after 
taking off and compare it to gravitational acceleration. What do you find? 

 
 



 
Figure 1 Three consecutive frames of a rocket launch at 30 frames per second. Red circle identifies rocket position. 

 
Graphing: Because a=dv/dt, if you graph your velocity as a function of time, the rate of change 
of your velocity is the slope of the line. Please make a rough graph of the rocket’s velocity as a 
function of time from t = 0 seconds when it is still at rest on the launch pad, to t = 0.1 s after 
three video frames.  
 
Because a=dv/dt, and v=dx/dt, acceleration is therefore the second derivative of position or 
a=d2x/dt2, which is the curvature of the position graph. 
 
 
  



Exercise 2:  
Let’s say you throw a ball up into the air at an initial velocity of 20 m/s…. about 44 miles an 
hour. And we wonder if it’s easy for a person to throw a ball that fast. We can look up fast 
pitches and see that people can throw balls at 100 mi/h, or about 45 m/s, so this should be no 
problem. So, consider throwing a ball at 20 m/s upwards and let’s make the ball small and 
massive (like a golf ball) so we can neglect air friction and consider only gravitational 
acceleration. 

 How fast will the ball be moving 1 second after it leaves your hand? 
 How long before gravity stops the ball at the top of its trajectory? 
 What is the total time the ball is in the air? 

Please make a velocity – time graph for the entire time the ball is in the air. 
Please make a position – time graph for the entire time the ball is in the air. Does this graph have 
curvature to it? Is it curving downward or upward? What is the direction of acceleration? 
 
Exercise 3: 
You push a 1000 kg car from rest on smooth level ground. It takes you 5 s to get the car to a 
speed of 1 m/s. 

a) What is the car’s acceleration? 
b) What is the force you are exerting on the car?  
c) Please imagine doing this in your mind. Does this seem reasonable? 

 
Solution: 
We could use a kinematics lens because we can use kinematic equations to find acceleration. 
However, we are also considering how hard we are pushing, so this is a dynamics problem.  
  
 
 
1.6 Kinetic Energy and gravitational potential energy: 

 We can use conservation of energy if we know all the energy forms 
 Friction and inelastic collisions convert kinetic energy to (invisible) thermal energy. 

 
We previously defined energy as the ability to do work. We introduce two kinds of energy:  
 
Gravitational potential energy, the kind of energy a rock gains from being lifted from the 
bottom to the top of a cliff: 
 
Egp = mgy, where 
g is the acceleration of gravity ~ 10 m/s2 (at sea level on earth) and 
y is the height the rock is above some place we define as having zero potential energy. 
 
Exercise 1:  
You have two rocks: rock A and Rock B. Rock A has twice the mass of rock B, and is also twice 
as high off the ground as rock B. What is the ratio of the energy of rock A to rock B? 
 
Kinetic energy is the energy something has because it’s moving: 
 
EK = ½mv2 



 
Exercise 2:  
You have two rocks: Rock A has twice the mass of rock B, and is also moving at twice the speed 
of rock B. What is the ratio of the energies of rock A to rock B? 
 
Because energy is conserved, these formulas make it easy to find the speed of a falling object as 
a function of how high it is: the loss of potential energy is the same as the gain in kinetic energy 
and vice versa. This is easy if there are no other energy transformations. In real life, friction often 
turns some of the mechanical energy into thermal energy, and we must account for the heat loss 
by subtracting it from the mechanical energy.  
 
Exercise 3: 
You have two rocks dropped from the same height. Rock A has twice the mass of rock B. What 
is the ratio of their speeds when they hit the ground? 
 
Exercise 4:  
You have two rocks of equal mass. Rock A is dropped from twice the height as rock B. What is 
the ratio of their speeds when they hit the ground? 
 
Exercise 5:  
You go on a super slippery water slide that drops 10 meters to the ground. 

a) What is your speed at the bottom of the slide? 
b) What if you are a fast runner and were able to enter the top of the slide at an initial speed 

of 10 m/s? What would your speed be at the bottom? 
c) What is your speed half way down the slide? 



 
 
b) You might first be tempted to answer vf = vf + ∆v = 24.1 m/s. However, speed is not 
conserved; energy is conserved. The original conservation of energy equation now starts with 
both potential energy and kinetic energy. What final speed to you get? Using the kinematics lens, 
we note that a higher speed means we take less time to reach the bottom; less time accelerating. 
Therefore, a higher initial speed results in a smaller increase in speed during the fall. Is this what 
you find? 
c) At first glance, we might be tempted to answer that half way down, we have half our final 
velocity and conclude the speed at 5 m height is ~ 7 m/s. However, note that potential energy 
isn’t proportional to the velocity, but rather to the square of the velocity, and velocity will 
increase like the square root of the height. If you cut the potential energy in half, you only 
reduce the speed by √2. So, you gain more than half the final speed by the time you’ve dropped 
half the height. As in b) above, how might you explain this using the kinematics lens? 
 
The unit of energy = the unit of work = the Joule after James Joule. J = kg(m2/s2). 
 
Exercise 6:  
Verify using both formulas above that the unit of gravitational potential energy is the same as 
that for kinetic energy, the Joule. 
 



Exercise 7:  
I throw a rock upward with an initial speed of 20 m/s.  

a) How high does it get? 
b) What is its speed when it is 10 m high? 

 
Exercise 8: 
A 1000 kg car moving at 20 m/s strikes a stationary 4000 kg truck. The two stick together and 
continue moving on the very slippery ground. Was any thermal energy produced in this 
collision? If so how many Joules of thermal energy was produced? If not, how can you be sure 
no thermal energy was produced?  

  
 

We’ve done this before, please see Ex 3 in Ch 



1.7 Forces, Momentum, and Work:  
 A force is a single interaction between two bodies affecting each in opposite directions. 
 Momentum (like velocity) is a vector, so two bodies moving in opposite directions can 

have a total momentum of zero. 
 Kinetic energy (like mass) is a scalar, so two bodies moving in opposite directions both 

have positive kinetic energy. 
 
In Chapter 1.3, we defined force as a push or pull; an interaction between two bodies where 
momentum is exchanged. Each body receives an impulse (p) that is equal in magnitude, but 
opposite in direction, thus conserving total momentum. We further stated that when a force acts 
on a body, that the body’s momentum changes: 
F = dp/dt;          
 
that the body accelerates: 
F = ma;           
 
and that work is done on the body, changing the body’s energy: 
F = E/x, or E = W, and we define work as W = Fx. 
 
Many of us have heard about Newton’s Laws. How do these relate to the above? 

 1st Law: If the force on a body is zero, its velocity will not change.  
 2nd Law: If there is a net force on a body, it will accelerate according to F = ma. 
 3rd Law: When one body exerts a force on a second body, the second body is exerting a 

force on the first body of equal magnitude in the opposite direction. 
 
The first and second laws are both consistent with F = ma; the first law being a subset of the 
second law: if the force is zero, then the acceleration is zero and the velocity doesn’t change. 
The third law is consistent with the conservation of momentum:  
 
A force is a single interaction between two bodies, so each body must gain an equal and 
opposite impulse, p, over the same time in order to conserve momentum.  
 
It follows that we can turn F = dp/dt around to show that the impulse a body gains is dp = Fdt, 
or p=Ft. 
 
Deeper thoughts: If a force is a single interaction between two bodies whereby they exchange 
momentum, please consider a book resting on a table. There are forces (Fg and FN) acting on the 
book, but the book’s momentum doesn’t change. If we took away the table, the attractive force 
of gravity would cause the momentum of the book and earth to change by equal magnitudes in 
opposite directions. However, because the book is at rest, we can conclude that the repulsive 
normal force between the table top and book result in a zero net force and zero change in 
momentum for both the earth and the book. 
 
 
 
 



Important Example 
What happens when two carts moving in opposite directions with the same momentum crash and 
stick together motionless? What happened to the momentum? What happened to the energy? 

- Momentum is a vector. We see at the end that the total momentum is zero because the 
two carts are not moving. There was no outside force, so psystem = 0, and momentum is 
conserved. So, the initial momentum must have been zero too. The momenta of the two 
carts were in opposite directions, so the two momenta are negatives of each other and add 
to zero. 

- Energy is a Scalar. The two objects had initial kinetic energy, and there is no kinetic 
energy at the end, so we might infer that like momentum, the energies were also 
opposites of each other. However, we find that after the collision, the carts are hotter 
where they hit, and careful measurements show that this thermal energy produced is 
equal to the total kinetic energy that “disappeared” in the collision.  So, kinetic energy is 
not conserved in this inelastic collision. However, total energy (Ek + Eth) is conserved as 
the kinetic energy is converted to thermal energy. This is what we experience, for 
instance when we drive a nail into some wood with a hammer. The nail is heated up. If 
instead the two carts compressed a spring in the collision and latched, the kinetic energy 
would be changed to potential energy in the spring. There is no such thing as negative 
kinetic energy: if you are moving, then you have positive kinetic energy. Notice the 
formula for kinetic energy. What happens if the velocity is negative? 

 
Exercise 1: Two carts approach each other from opposite directions, on a low friction track, both 
at speeds of 10 m/s and have an inelastic collision, sticking together. Cart A, moving to the right, 
has a mass of 1 kg. Cart B has a mass of 2 kg.  

 What is the total initial kinetic energy of the system? 
 What is the total momentum of the system? 
 What is the final speed of the system after they collide? 
 What is the final kinetic energy of the system? 
 How much thermal energy was liberated as heat? 
 If the collision lasted 0.05 seconds, what was the magnitude of the average force between 

the carts? Was it the same on both carts? How do you know? 
 
 
 
 
 
1.8 Applying the Four Lenses  

 Identify a lens 
 Motivate why you chose that lens by identifying what’s happening in that lens. 
 Identify how you can apply the lens 

 
But how do we know which lens to use? We don’t, and for many problems more than one lens 
will work. For some problems, we may need to use more than one lens. With practice, we’ll get 
better at knowing which lens to try first. We’ll also get better at realizing when our first choice 
doesn’t work and move on to a different lens. Below we outline a simple way to make a good 
choice of lenses and then trying the lens out: 
 



Momentum lens: 
- Motivation: What’s going on with momentum? We know F = dp/dt; so, any change in 

momentum, dp=F*dt. And only if there are no outside forces on a system, then total 
momentum is conserved, doesn’t change in time. Typically, this is true in collisions. 

- Application: Make a drawing and relate the impulse dp to the force. Only if F = 0, 
conserve momentum: make sure that the total momentum of the system doesn’t change. 

 
Energy Lens: 

- Motivation: Identify the energy transition or recognize external work turned into energy. 
For instance, if a rock falls off a cliff, we can say that gravitational potential energy turns 
to kinetic energy and then to heat. 

- Application: This is an accounting task. Keep track of all forms of energy, make sure that 
in a system, Ei + Win = Ef + Wout.  

 Caution: watch out for thermal energy! While total energy is always conserved, 
mechanical energy (potential energy + kinetic energy) is not always conserved, because it 
can turn into thermal energy and be “lost” from the system as heat.  

 
Dynamics Lens: 

- Motivation: Forces cause acceleration (or acknowledge that a = 0). 
- Application: We write 𝐹 = 𝑚𝑎, and then explore directions of forces and acceleration in a 

drawing. 
 
Kinematics Lens: 

- Motivation: We have information related to motion as an explicit function of time. 
- Application: Make a drawing, use kinematic definitions and graphs. 

o Helpful Hint: Make a v  t graph to give a visual representation of what’s going 
on. This may not always be the right thing to do… but very often it is very helpful. 

 
An Example:  
A 20 g bullet moving at 500 m/s hits and sticks into a 1 kg wood cube on a slippery surface. Find 
the final speed of the cube/bullet system. 
Solution: At the moment of impact the forces of air friction and gravity are very small compared 
to the force between the cube and bullet, so I can assume the outside forces are zero. 
 
Energy Lens:  

- Motivation: There’s no energy input during the collision, so energy must be conserved. I 
see that the (initial) kinetic energy of the bullet is transformed to the (final) kinetic energy 
of the bullet and cube moving together. However, there is also thermal energy at the end 
because this is an inelastic collision.  

- Application: I do energy accounting: 
 
EK(bullet) + EK(cube) => EK(bullet+cube) + EThermal 
 

I only know the initial kinetic energy of the bullet, so I still have two unknowns because I 
don’t know what portion of the kinetic energy was changed to heat in the inelastic 
collision. Energy can change form, but momentum doesn’t change form, so try momentum 
lens. 

0 



Momentum Lens: 
- Motivation: There’s no outside force acting on the bullet-cube system, so momentum is 

conserved. pi = pf.  
- Application: conserve momentum.  

 

p(bullet) + p(cube) => p(bullet+cube) 
 

- I know that 𝑝 = 𝑚𝑣, and the mass of the bullet and cube is 51 times greater than the bullet 
alone, or that the mass of the moving object increases by a factor of 51 in the collision. 
Momentum considerations require that the speed of the cube is 1/51 the original speed of 
the bullet, or just under 10 m/s. We want to know about thermal energy, so please 
calculate the final kinetic energy of the bullet-cube system, and notice that almost all the 
initial kinetic energy of the bullet was changed into thermal energy. 

 
CAREFUL! What conservation laws are, and what they’re NOT.  
Conservation means that something doesn’t change in time, it doesn’t mean that it’s the same as 
something else. For instance, in conserving mass, we know that mi = mf, but this doesn’t mean 
that mA = mB for two different objects. Students mix up these two relationships! Please let me 
illustrate with a ridiculous example and a more challenging subtle example. 
 
Ridiculous: A truck drives off a cliff and lands next to a little girl as she jumps down from a step. 
Please compare the mass, momentum, and kinetic energy of the girl to the truck just as they hit 
the ground. Would you say mG = mT, pG = pT, and EG = ET, because mass, momentum, and 
energy are always conserved? Certainly not. These are totally different bodies doing different 
things. They have different masses, momentum, and energy. What the conservation laws do state 
is that the mass of the truck doesn’t change as it falls mi = mf. For energy, the total energy of the 
truck after the fall is the same as before, but it changes forms. So, the gravitational potential 
energy lost = kinetic energy gained. Lastly, we might be compelled to conclude that momentum 
is conserved, but there is an outside force on the truck, gravity. Thus, there is a large change in 
momentum = Fg*t.  
 
 
More subtle example: Starting from rest, two identical 
cars with low friction wheels are pushed by two 
friends with the same force on a smooth surface. After 
10 seconds please compare the momentum and energy 
of the two cars. 
Momentum Lens: You might be tempted to say, “the momenta are equal because momentum is 
always conserved!” But you can see that these are different bodies, so such a statement makes no 
sense. So, we ask ourselves, “what’s happening with momentum?” There’s an outside force, so 
the momentum isn’t conserved. The change in momentum, the impulse each car receives is: 
p = F*t.  
However, in this case, the force and time for the pushing is the same for each car. So, they do 
gain the same amount of momentum in 10 seconds. 
Energy Lens: You might be tempted to say, “the energies are equal because energy is always 
conserved!” But again, we realize that energy conservation compares energy over time, not 
between two different bodies. So, with an energy lens, we consider the energy transition:  

0 



Wexternal = F*x => Ekinetic.  
We know each car has the same force, but we have to look through a dynamics lens to compare 
the distances they are pushed, because the forces cause the cars to accelerate. The empty car with 
the smaller mass will have the larger acceleration. Using kinematics, we can see that the empty 
car has a higher final speed, and therefore a higher average speed and therefore a larger total 
distance traveled. Thus, the empty car will have more kinetic energy after 10 seconds. 
 
 
1.9 Scaling:  
Say you have two lengths of the same kind of rope, length A is 10 times as long as length B. 
What is the ratio of their masses?: 
 
mA =  ? mB 

 
You likely recognize the answer is 10, because the mass of a rope (the amount of rope material) 
scales linearly with length: if you have 10 times as much rope, you have 10 times as many rope 
atoms with 10 times as much mass. 
 
It turns out that an elephant is about 10 times as long as a raccoon. Would we also expect an 
elephant to have 10 times the mass of a raccoon? They are both made of the same substance, so 
they have the same density (about that of water: 1 kg/liter). However, the volume of the animal is 
proportional to the width x length x height, all of which are about 10 times as big for an elephant 
as a raccoon. We expect an elephant to have about 103, or 1000 times the mass of a raccoon. 
While the mass of a raccoon is about 5 kg, the mass of an elephant is about 5000 kg. Mass scales 
linearly with volume, but volume scales cubically with size for objects with the same shape.  
 
We’ve seen for example that kinetic energy, EK=½mv2, scales linearly with mass (if you double 
the mass of a moving object, the kinetic energy will double) and quadratically with speed (if you 
double the speed of a moving object, the kinetic energy will increase by a fact or four).  
 
Exercise 1: If cart A has twice the mass and three times the speed of cart B, what is the ratio of 
their kinetic energies?: 
 
EKA =  ? EKB 

 
Is the answer “18” or is it “9”? Essentially, do we also multiply by the “½” to find the ratio? 
Why or why not? 
 
Exercise 2: Two cylindrical glasses have juice filled up to the same height, but glass A has twice 
the diameter as glass B. What is the ratio of the amounts of juice?: 
 
mA =  ? mB 

 
Exercise 3: If cart A has twice the mass of cart B, but they have the same amount of kinetic 
energy, what is the ratio of their speeds?: 
 
vA =  ? vB 


